INTEX 4.0 for Bulgarian

(Error checking as an INTEX application)
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1. Introduction

INTEX under NextStep has been available since 1992. A module for Bulgarian under NextStep was implemented between 1995-1997 at LML (Linguistic Modelling Laboratory, http://www.lml.bas.bg).

For several years INTEX has ported to Windows95-NT. Here we present the Bulgarian lexical and grammatical knowledge integrated in INTEX for Windows. The investigation is being developed as a part of the Joint research project “Computer Representation of grammatical Knowledge of Bulgarian” between LADL (Laboratory for Information Retrieval Systems and Linguistics at the University of Paris-7, http://www.ladl.jussieu.fr) and CMD (Department for Computer Modeling of Bulgarian at the Institute for Bulgarian language, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, http://www.ibl.bas.bg).

2. Preprocessing the text

The preprocessing in INTEX includes the segmentation of the text in sentences, the identification of unambiguous compound words and the distinguishing of special tokens (contractions, elisions etc.). We supply INTEX with Bulgarian lexical and grammatical knowledge as fol-
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- FST for sentence recognition in Bulgarian;
- Dictionary for Bulgarian unambiguous compounds;
- FSTs for identifying some specific Bulgarian tokens.

2.1. Identifying sentences
The FST named Sentence.fst is applied to the text in MERGE mode. The output of the FST — \{S\} is inserted in the text at the sentence borders. Here below is presented Sentence.fst for Bulgarian (Fig. 1), which describes some specific features of Bulgarian punctuation (for example lexical abbreviations, Bulgarian compound words that end with a capital letter, graphical abbreviations, etc.) together with the trivial cases.
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*Figure 1*
2.2. Identifying unambiguous compounds

The preprocessing includes the identifying and tagging of the unambiguous compound words in the text. The dictionary Norm.dic in which Bulgarian unambiguous compound words are listed is used in this operation.

Most of the compound words are unambiguous and it is good to recognize them during the preprocessing in order to avoid wrong readings, i.e.:

\[ \text{Cherni vryh (Black peak)} \]
\[ \text{Cherni} \quad \{\text{cherni, cher.A:p}\} \quad \text{vryh (vryh, vryh.N+M:s)} \]
\[ \quad \{\text{cherni, cheren.A:p}\} \]
\[ \quad \{\text{cherni, chernja.V+IMP+T:E2s:E3s:I2s}\} \]

The correct reading is:
\[ \text{Cherni vryh} \]
\[ \text{(Cherni vryh, Cherni vryh.N+M:s)} \]

In general we classified Bulgarian unambiguous compound words as personal names (Baba Jaga), geographical names (\textit{Tihi okean—The Pacific}), names of institutions (University of Sofia), terms (stone age), complex prepositions (\textit{blagodarenie na—thanks to}) and complex conjunctions (\textit{za da — in order to}).

2.3. Identifying special tokens

The last stage of the preprocessing consists of identifying and tagging of the special tokens, such as abbreviated and contracted words. Applying the FST Norm.fst in REPLACE mode performs the identification of special tokens. The FST Norm.fst consists of several embedded FSTs. For example the FST Comparison.fst interprets Bulgarian comparative and superlative particles that are separated by the corresponding adjectives and adverbs by a hyphen. The FST Elision.fst describes the abbreviations in different positions in the sentence, the abbreviations after numbers, the units of measure, and the elisions with apostrophe and hyphen.
3. Applying dictionaries and lexical FSTs

3.1. Bulgarian INTEX dictionaries
Dictionaries applied by INTEX must be in a specific format, DELAF dictionaries for simple words and DELAFC dictionaries for compound words. Each lexical entry in the DELAS dictionary is associated with one FST that represents all corresponding inflected forms. DELAF dictionaries are generated from DELAS dictionaries by derivation of all paths of inflectional FSTs. For more detailed explanation of DELAS, DELAF and DELACF dictionaries in INTEX see GROSS AND PERRIN (1989), SILBERZTEIN (1986, 1987 and 1999, p. 16-24).

After the preprocessing procedure the simple words and the compound words in the text can be identified by the respective (DELAF and DELAFC) dictionaries and FSTs. The Bulgarian DELAF dictionary is generated from Bulgarian dictionary Gramatic2000 (KOEVA, 1999). The dictionary consists of about 80,000 lemmas and over 1,000,000 corresponding forms, basically all inflected simple words.

3.2 Lexical FSTs
The lexical FSTs are used to describe infinite sets of lexical entries (e.g. analytical numerals). The following FST Dnum.fst (Fig. 2) identifies and tags Bulgarian numerals from 2 to 9,999.

4. Bulgarian grammar rules

4.1. Disambiguation rules
Most of the interesting problems in computational linguistics, as well as the important applications in Natural language processing require a tagger—an automatic system that correctly associates the words with the grammatical categories and their values. The morphological analyzer produces all legitimate tags for the words that appear in the text. For instance the Bulgarian word kosi will receive in Intex the following tags:

- Noun, Feminine, Plural, Indefinite "hair"
- Verb, Present, 3 Person, Singular "he mows"
- Verb, Perfect, 2 Person, Singular "you mew"
- Verb, Perfect, 3 Person, Singular "he mew"
- Verb, Imperative, 2 Person, Singular "mow!(now)"
It is well known that there are two different approaches to the disambiguation—statistical (data-driven) and linguistic (constraint-based). The INTEX offers a good language independent tool for the linguistically oriented disambiguation. We can formulate a few types of linguistic rules as FSTs. The contextual restrictions for the most frequently used ambiguous words can be defined to resolve ambiguity. For example a rule can say that:

- Forms like *hubavo* are adverbs, if there is not a noun (neuter, singular) in the sentence.
- Forms like *hubavo* are adjectives, if there is a noun (neuter, singular, indefinite) that immediately follows them.

The rules described above are certainly not sufficient to provide full disambiguation. An interesting observation (which is also true for Bulgarian) is that the most frequently used ambiguous words are usually words that are corpus independent (prepositions, pronouns, con-
junctions). We also need some heuristic rules coding the following information:

Mi is a short form of a possessive pronoun, if it follows a determined noun, adjective or numeral. Otherwise it is a short dative form of a personal pronoun.

Below the grammar rule for disambiguation of the Bulgarian personal pronoun clitics is given.
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**Figure 3**

4.2. Grammar checking as an INTEX application

The typology of error types in Bulgarian was explored under the project PECO 2824 “Language Technologies for Slavic Languages”. The goal of the project was the creation of an automatic system for detection and correction of errors in Bulgarian texts (grammar checker). We successfully applied the INTEX system for the error detection in the texts. For example the following FST named def-AN.fst (Fig. 4) describes several errors in the adjective, noun agreement and noun phrase definiteness.
The definiteness in the noun phrase is expressed only once—the definite article is incorporated behind the first word in the phrase, respectively the "indefinite article" immediately precedes the first word in the phrase.

5.a. *novata obshtata interpretacijata
new(def.) common(def.) interpretation(def.)
5.b. novata obshta interpretacija
new(def.) common(indef.) interpretation(indef.)
the new common interpretation
5.c. nova obshta interpretacija
new(indef.) common(indef.) interpretation(indef.)
a new common interpretation

The ill-formation of word and definite article sequence is noticed very frequent with masculine common nouns—these nouns can take either full or short form of definite article. The subject noun phrase (masculine, singular, definite) in Bulgarian literary language receives
the so called full form of definite article, if any. A very frequent error is just the opposite usage.

   student (fm.def.) read from report (ms.def.-full)

   In so called grammatical gender languages like Bulgarian common nouns are arbitrarily specified for gender, which is reflected in their morphological form. Bulgarian adjectives agree with their head noun with respect to gender and number.

   beautiful (fin.sg.def.) young (ms.sg.) girl (fm.sg.)

   The FST comma.fst is an example for the detection of punctuation errors of different type—omission or wrong insertion of a punctuation mark.
On the next figure (Fig. 6) the result of the application of FSTs for grammar checking is presented. In the concordance window the detected grammar errors are given.

6. Conclusions

To summarize, we supply INTEX with Bulgarian lexical and grammatical knowledge, as follows:

- FST for sentence recognition;
- Dictionary for unambiguous compounds;
- FSTs for special tokens;
- DELAF dictionary with over 1 000 000 entries;
- DELACF dictionary;
- FSTs for some lexical entries;
- FSTs – local grammars for disambiguation;
- FSTs – local grammars for grammar checking.
INTEX is a research tool with a lot of applications in computational linguistics, corpus-based linguistics, information retrieval, etc. and we believe that the description of Bulgarian lexical and grammatical knowledge will contribute to the multilingual lexicography, as well as to the unification of the language resources.

The team at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences has successfully applied INTEX for various research tasks. It has been proved that the system is very useful for prototyping, testing and verifying of new linguistic tools like grammar checker.
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